
BEHR DYNASTY® Exterior Paint

BEHR DYNASTY® PAINT & PRIMER◊    ——    EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN A PAINT, NOW ALL IN ONE CAN.

We’ve raised the bar (again) on exterior paint. 
Introducing BEHR DYNASTY Exterior Paint, 
with unparalleled 10-Year Color Fade Protection 
in 800 colors designed to withstand challenging 
UV conditions. It will keep your color and exterior 
looking its absolute best for longer than Behr Paint 
has ever delivered before.

10-Year Color Fade Protection 
Rain Resistant in 60 Minutes 
Low Temperature Application 
Doors Won’t Stick After 4 Hours ∆
Stain-Blocking Paint & Primer 

BEHR DYNASTY® Interior Paint

Featuring advanced stain repellency and exceptional 
scuff resistance to keep the surfaces of your 
projects looking newer longer, and a fast-drying 
technology that will get your projects completed 
faster. With One-Coat Hide guaranteed in more 
than 1,000 color options, BEHR DYNASTY Interior 
Paint is taking center-stage as being our most durable, 
stain-repellent and washable paint & primer ever.

Advanced Stain Repellency
Scuff & Mar Resistant
One-Coat Hide Guaranteed In 1,000+ colors
Doors Won’t Stick After 4 Hours  ∆
Exceptional Washability
Stain-Blocking Paint & Primer

Antimicrobial-Mildew Resistant Paint Finish Low VOC        
◆Guaranteed One-Coat Hide excludes ULTRA PURE WHITE®, colors outside of the BEHR DYNASTY & MARQUEE One-Coat Color Collection and all other interior and exterior colors that have not been included as one-coat hide from other BEHR palettes. 
Multiple coats required when: 1) Painting over uncoated, porous, heavily textured or repaired exterior surfaces.  2) Over woods that contain tannins such as redwood or cedar.  3) Applying over heavy stains, which may require spot priming, multiple coats,  
and/or longer dry time. Two coats are also recommended for optimal durability when painting exterior surfaces. Darker colors may require additional dry time between coats. A primer coat may be needed on some surfaces. See back label for details.

Cooler temperatures or higher humidity may prolong drying time.   Valid only when tinted to colors from the BEHR DYNASTY® specially curated Exterior Color Fade Protection Palette.Based on predictive lab testing with a color shift less than Delta E of 5 as measured by CieLAB.  
 Two coats of BEHR DYNASTY Exterior Paint are recommended for optimal durability. Individual results may vary. See back label instructions for details and warranty limitations.

Available in four finishes: Available in three finishes:

SATIN ENAMEL SATIN ENAMELMATTE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL SEMI-GLOSS ENAMELEGGSHELL ENAMEL FLAT


